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TP 175 MOBILE
R E L I A B L E 
   W O O D C H I P P I N G

Bigger, Stronger, Lighter

TP 175 MOBILE has set new  
performance standards for  
machines weighing less than  
750 kg and which only require  
an ordinary driving licence

User-friendly, efficient lightweight  
    TP 175 MOBILE is the obvious choice for the hire business or various tree 

      care tasks demanding a fast and efficient chipping - and resulting in a  
      uniform wood chip for biomass og ground cover  

    With an integrated hydraulic system and two aggressive feed rollers  
      a strong and problem-free in feed is ensured

    The width and shape of the funnel gives a good visibility and a very  
      easy operation  

    The displaced blade system TP OPTICUT™ induces less vibrations,  
      a more steady strain on the machine and a fuel consumption considerably 
      lower than comparable machines in the market
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Optimise your up-time with the TP SERVICEBOX 
with critical wear parts (included)

Technical Data 
Easy and reliable 
operation:
The no-stress control 
system TP PILOTTM 
and the automatic 
clutch system  
TP STARTERTM are 
standard equipment.

Max. wood diameter 175 mm

Infeed opening H x W = 175 x 191 mm

Chipping principle Disc chipper with TP OPTICUT

In feed angle Parallel to driving direction

Feed rollers 2 horizontal

Rotor disc diameter 599 mm

Rotor disc weight 69 kg

Number of blades 2 

Counter steel 1 horizontal, 1 vertical

Chip length 4 - 12 mm

Engine Lombardini (diesel)

Engine power 35 hp 

Capacity Up to 10 m3/hour

Weight 749 kg

Height (operation)
Fixed ejector spout: 1995 mm  
TP VARIO SPOUT: 1750 mm (1965-2440)

Length 3515 mm (4013 mm)

Width 1416 mm

The ejector spout  
TP VARIO SPOUT™ 
can be adjusted to 
several different  
positions, so the wood 
chip can be blown 
directly into  
a truck or trailer.
Alternatively, the  
machine is available  
with a ejector spout 
with a fixed, low 
height. 


